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Abstract
In this poster, we consider a recently introduced hybrid tree
pricing model [1]. We consider the case where there are two
stochastic processes and we consider the Heston-Hull-White
model, and a generalized Hull-White stochastic interest rate
model. We build two trees (X, V) and then take the cross product
to construct the mesh of the tree. We then predict prices
analogous to the binomial asset pricing model and then validate
result compare to exact values for expected prices.
Heston-Hull-White Model
The Heston Hull-White model is concerned with cases where
the volatility V and the interest rate r are assumed to be
stochastic. The dynamics under the risk-neutral measure of the
share price S and the volatility process V are governed by the
stochastic differential equation system.
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Parameters
• S = Share Price, where S0 > 0.
• V = Volatility, where V0 > 0.
• r = Interest Rate, where r0 > 0.
• Z, W1, W2 = Suitable/Possibly Correlated Brownian motions.
• W = (W1, W2) is the Standard Brownian motion in R3 .
• qr is a non-constant zero-coupon bonds.
• Vt is a CIR process of rt.
where Cox-Ross-Rubenstein are the first to use the Binomial
Tree to solve price option problems.
Tree for V
• In this case the lattice is built by means of the transformation
• General notation for X tree is given as:
89: = ;9,= =>?…9 with ;9,= = 2F − G ℎ
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• lattice BT model, it would be modeled as:
,9: = Q9,= =>?…9 with Q9,= = ,? +
1/
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• With up and down-nodes modeled as:
RS: G, F = min R∗: R + 1 ≤ R∗ ≤ G + 1, Q9,Y + OZ Q9,Y , ℎ ≤ Q9[3,Y∗
R!
: G, F = max R∗: 0 ≤ R∗ ≤ R, Q9,Y + O/ Q9,= , ℎ ≥ Q9[3,=∗
• Transition probabilities in the lattice include:
`S
/,: G, R = 0 ∨
O/ Q9,Y ℎ + Q9,= − Q9[3,Ybc 9,Y
Q9[3,Ydc 9,Y − Q9[3,Ybc 9,Y
∧ 1
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Conclusion
We have introduced a new hybrid tree in a stochastic volatility framework
with stochastic interest rates. Prices are predicted similar to the binomial
asset pricing model. For validation, we compare the exact values for
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Algorithm
Z is a Brownian Motion in R and is correlated with W1, W2 as:
) -,23 & = f3)*
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Setting Y= ln S (which is dS/S) into the (1) equation we reduce to    
the dynamics:
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Where W = (W1, W2, W3) is the standard Brownian motion in R3
with correlation r3 as:





The process of rt is written as: %& = 14j& + k&
This represents:
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This is condensed down into: 
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Which means: 
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Purpose
The purpose of this work is to construct and validate a recombining 
tree model for dV and dX:
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Tree for X
• Constructing binomial tree for X is standard because the diffusion 
coefficient is constant, it would be modeled as:
89: = ;9,= =>?…9 with ;9,= = 2F − G ℎ
• With up and down-nodes modeled as:
FS: G, F = min F∗: F + 1 ≤ F∗ ≤ G + 1, ;9,= + OZ ;9,= , ℎ ≤ ;9[3,=∗
F!
: G, F = max F∗: 0 ≤ F∗ ≤ F, ;9,= + OZ ;9,= , ℎ ≥ ;9[3,=∗
• Transition probabilities in the lattice include:
`S
Z,: G, F = 0 ∨
OZ ;9,= ℎ + ;9,= − ;9[3,=bc 9,=
;9[3,=dc 9,= − ;9[3,=bc 9,=
∧ 1
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